Having thus cast his blight on Svargaloka, Bhandasura and his retinue waxed
stronger than ever before and returned to Sunyakapura, well satisfied.
Visukra and his one thousand akshouhinis spread out all over the length and
breadth of the earth and roamed at will in invisible forms. They possessed all human
beings, entering their bodies through their respiratory organs. Once inside, they
began to drink up all the fluids and juices including blood and vital secretions. As in
the case of the devatas in Svargaloka, so also here on earth, the males and females
became mere skinny skeletons - deformed, ugly and impotent. Unlike Svargaloka,
however, the human beings had no alternative but to starve to death. For nothing
would grow on the parched earth; and whatever was already in existence soon dried,
wilted and vanished. Starvation and death stalked the face of the earth.
As time passed, the earth became one long expanse of desert and tundra. With
the depletion of all Rasa, Bhoga-Luxmi fled from the world, accompanied by Bhagya-
Luxmi, Dhanya-Luxmi, Voera-Luxmi and Santhana-Luxmi. As the Rulers in the world
became enfeebled, Rajya-Luxmi also departed.
VISHANGA TORTURES RASATALA
Vishanga, veiled in invisible vesture, reduced his substantial body and those of
his one thousand akshouhinis into finer matter capable of penetrating into the bowels
of the earth, and entered Rasatala. There, they possessed the bodies of snakes
and sucked up their poison which had no effect whatever on their disintegrated
bodies. The poisonous fluids transformed themselves into vital life-supporting media
for these asura demons whose digestive fluids were so many forms of fire capable
of evaporating and absorbing all types of Rasa or liquids. Bereft of their virulent
poisons and other fluids in the body, the serpents, great and small, shrivelled up
into mere skinny skeletons. The great Ball's progeny-though themselves danavas,
were not spared. The siddhas, who are famed for their psychic powers and renowned
\as great masters of medicine, could not withstand the baneful effects ofVishanga's
retinue drying up all Rasa. They could not keep their bodies in good health for lack
of Rasa, and could hardly survive. The other dwellers of Rasatala became peevish,
through loss of health, and began quarelling and destroying one another with
unreasonable greed or wrath.
RASA LEAVES LIFE
Thus Bhandasura and his two brothers wrought havoc in the three worlds by
drinking up all Rasa which alone is responsible for Dharma, Artha and Kama; with
the drying up-of kama-rasa, departed virility and potency; with the disappearance
of the vital fluids there was no glow. charm or glamour, no joy, song or dance or
laughter. With the vanishing of Rasa, there vanished also dharma, purity, knowledge,
buddhi, wisdom, mercy, affection, love, as also energy, effort, willpower, wealth and
prosperity. Similar4y»Jn the case of animals, birds, insects and other creatures, and
so also with trees and^plants which no lon^erbore fruit - for their sap also had been
dried up.

